


Scan 46 Lore of the Z’bula

    Born from the Nebulaic Convergence are the gaseous entities known as 
Z’bula. Mysterious in nature, these entities are said to have been the first 
conscious lifeforms that came in the first Planar Cycle before the CORE 
even formed. 

“Unlike anything I have ever witnessed. This ‘thing’ felt like it knew 
me before I could even respond. It looked like the Universe gave 
birth to it and it seemed almost god-like.” ~ Rez’gan’dor 48 x 23 

    Being as though Z’bula are rare to come across, some criminal syndicates 
seek out these entities for energy harvesting. This has caused the gaseous 
entities to be extremely wary of carbon-based lifeforms. 
    However, even with their caution, Z’bula are a force in themselves being 
able to live for millenia at a time. Most of them seek out primitive cultures 
and influence them into worship and subjugation. 
    Nova: Nova are the most abundant Z’bula but are the rarest to come 
across. Born from High Mass stars, these entities are able to solidify their 
form into any shape. Living to be approximately 70 thousand cycles, these 
gaseous lifeforms have lived long before the CORE and could live long after. 
    Planetari: Planetari are the least abundant Z’bula but are most common 
to come across. Born from Low Mass stars, these entities can use 
telekinesis to craft their own Armor so they can walk amongst the citizens 
of the CORE. Living to be approximately 55 thousand cycles, their lifespan 
is shortened due to them being around other lifeforms. 

    Becoming a Z’bula is the closest thing to becoming a higher entity, 
becoming truly reborn in power! 

    With this being the last Race in the Alien Access segment, you now know 
what creatures you will be working alongside. Take this information and 
move forward into the Origin Paths and finish your rebirth process!
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Scan 47  Z’bula Racial Benefits 

Z’bula (All Subraces):
Attribute Bonus: All Z’bula receive +2 in Intellect.
Knowledge: All Z’bula receive the Craft (Intellect) Knowledge.
Language: All Z’bula can speak and comprehend Simple and one 
language of their choice.
Physique: Range 2 Floating Speed : Medium Body Type. Range 3 
Walking Speed while in crafted armor. 

Nova:
Attribute Bonus: All Nova receive a +1 in both Will and Agility. 
Benefit: As a Nova, you can solidify your form at will and having a 
flying movement of Range 1. Note: the Range of your flying 
extends equal to your Racial Rank (Rank 1 = Range 1).  
Talent: All Nova receive talent in either Discipline (Will) and Stealth 
(Agility). 

Planetari:
Attribute Bonus: All Planetari receive a +1 in both Charm and 
Fortitude.
Benefit: As a Planetari, you gain the Telekinesis (Ability) without 
using a SFA slot or spending CP. The Ability ranks up with your 
Racial Rank so you do not have to spend CP on it. 
Talent: All Planetari receive talent in both Endurance (Fortitude) 
and Influence (Charm).

    Z’bula coming from the stellar explosions have a higher understanding 
than any other species that came after them. With their gaseous form, all 
Z’bula are resistant to Physical damage at Racial Rank 1. Once reaching 
Racial Rank 5, Z’bula can access the Cosmic Sense; sending any creature 
that breathes in your fumes to a soul bound experience that challenges 
their very psyche. This can be Ranked up like a Feat and has a SD = Will + 
Intellect + Cosmic Sense Rank. Note: the experience is decided upon the 
Chosen but at the Loremaster’s discretion how it will proceed.
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